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It is a privilege to have been asked to contribute to this conference and respond to these two 
contrasting papers.  I joined the MPC in summer 2001, and was immediately aware of the contrast 
between what commentators say about policy decisions looking from the outside, with what it feels 
like on inside.  Often new MPC members were rather cast into the thick of it, having to cast their first 
vote within days of joining (it was, for example, my fourth day).  It then seemed natural to seek out 
accounts of policymaking written by insiders –  at that time a set of lectures  Alan Blinder gave to the 
LSE proved was the most useful for me.  

Inevitably these comments reflect largely my own time on the MPC – as I stepped down in 2010 this 
is already history.  They pick up on three of the points raised in the two papers.   

The first is the point which Maria’s paper ends with – suggesting it is not surprising Central Banks 
prefer unanimity as they value giving a clear signal to the economy.  This seems a dubious assertion 
to me, at least with regard to the Bank of England’s MPC.  (The ECB may behave differently, but this 
could be in order to avoid the impression of different country groups having differing policy views – 
although this is only my conjecture). 

It is reasonable to believe that on most occasions all policymakers feel some level of doubt about 
whether the interest rate they are voting for is correct.   The range of potential sources of this 
uncertainty is tediously wide.  Given that, a unanimous vote might well give an incorrectly assured 
impression.  Indeed, if four, six or eight weeks later the official interest rate is changed and there has 
not been a significant change in the data (just a marginal one to sway some wavering voters) 
commentators could well feel they had been misled (even with a carefully drafted set of minutes 
with the appropriate hint). So an artificial unanimity could lead markets and other observers to 
consider that policymakers required more change in the tone of the data flow than was the case.  

A contrasting argument to Maria’s is sometimes put forward.  This is, that it is useful for one or two 
committee members to vote for the interest rate which could well be set at the following meeting – 
and occasionally I read analysis of MPC votes suggesting that this kind of signalling has occurred.  
However, unless the minority voting person or people really holds that view, this is quite dangerous 
for their individual credibility, as they might wish in future months to return to an unchanged 
majority position without being able to point to a coherent reason for doing so.   

With a very few exceptions, it is surely both in accordance with the spirit of the MPC’s remit and the 
best way to convey information to the market and public simply for all to vote for they want to 
happen at that meeting.  The only deviation from this practice which I experienced was during the 
Global Financial Crisis (GFC) – when unanimous voting was adopted on a couple of occasions for the 
confidence reasons Maria suggests.  But that is very much the exception. 

The second issue concerns the comments suggesting that some external members lacked sufficient 
quality.  It’s certainly true that most internal members had much more experience of central banking 
(almost by definition).  But the point of externals is that they bring diverse experience.  Perhaps I am 
sensitive as my arrival was met with questions about whether someone without a masters degree 
would be able to stand up to Mervyn and Charlie.  But I brought knowledge of business having 
worked at Ford and the CBI, and of the mortgage market (and Ford of Europe in the 1980s was a 
much tougher environment than the courtesies of central banking).    



It is also suggested that external votes were tailored due to a wish to be re-appointed.  This is simply 
not true – and would in any case apply to the Governor and Deputy Governors as well.  Quite what 
the criteria are for re-appointment is uncertain – it ought perhaps to be getting policy ‘right’ but that 
isn’t easy to judge, and certainly not after just three years given the lags in the monetary 
transmission mechanism. 

The third issue is the very provocative one raised by Richard – that only 0.25% Bank Rate differences 
in voting are a puzzle given the divergent views MPC members express, in speeches and interviews, 
on the economic outlook.  This is even odder given my argument that MPC members vote for what 
they wanted the majority decision to be.   And there are other examples he could have used - such 
as the observation that those in the minority when bank rate was changed did not often vote in the 
following month to move it back.    

Very old MPC hands might also remember Table 6.B – which appeared in the Inflation Report (IR) 
and would give alternate forecasts for ‘some members’ based on alternate assumptions or views.  
This fell into disuse in the early 2000s.  However, taking one example of this table, from the February 
2000 IR, the text comments that a range of alternative assumptions could lead to the inflation 
projection being up to 0.5% higher or lower.    The minutes of that meeting do suggest that some 
might have voted for a 0.5% rate increase, and DeAnne Julius voted for no change (the decision was 
for a rise of 0.25%).  But this is a much narrower vote than the range of forecasts in 6.B implied. 

At their first meeting new MPC members would quite often raise the question, not of whether 
interest rates should be changed, but what had led the rest of us to set them at the level they were.  
(With rising inflation and a tight labour market this is a question a hypothetical new joiner in early 
2022 might quite well have asked).  But this never turned into a vote for a radically different rate, 
and it was rare that the question was referred back to.   It is also rare for outside commentators to 
call for a radically different interest rate to be set.   

All this is to agree with Richard’s puzzle, but ducking the question of why?  It is hard to disagree with 
his dismissal of the various reasons. Perhaps in some cases the divergence might be expressed as 
about the pace of a series of changes in the same direction.   This would as he suggests be brought 
out if members were required to indicate their view of the future path for interest rates.   

This has led me to think back and ask myself if I ever had a very big difference of view with the MPC 
majority?  It’s a while ago, but I remember a substantial difference over wage growth expectations, 
but that this drove commentary and attempts at persuasion in the meetings rather than very 
divergent votes. And I recall more discussion in the meetings about differences over the balance of 
risks, rather than the central path.  Of course I was on the MPC in a relatively dull time, until we hit 
the financial crisis.  Just ahead of that crisis there were differences on the committee, about the risks 
from the financial sector on the one hand (economy too strong) and about labour market weakness 
on the other.  But these did not yield dramatic outlying votes.   

I offer three possible reasons for the puzzle: the Bank’s model always appeared broadly to warrant 
the existing stance, and so as Richard points out it could be hard work to run a big challenge; an 
element of the reputation concern he mentions – being wrong in company is less damaging; and 
possibly a sense that changes in Bank Rate could be more powerful than the models implied (the 
argument for policy gradualism). 

The more important question is, would monetary policy have been better if there had been bigger 
dissents?  To go back to the pre-GFC, it could be argued that significant sustained dissent on the 
upside on interest rates due to concerns about financial imbalances could have been helpful – not 



least in drawing attention to the risks.  In contrast, that immediately ahead of the same shock bigger 
downside dissent could have taken rates down sooner.  But this requires a more systematic 
examination.    

We are now in a rather different world than when I was first on the MPC.  Richard rightly points out 
that members may have a very wide range of views about the impact of asset purchases.  The MPC 
also needs to be aware of the stance taken by the Financial Policy Committee, which of course some 
are also members of.  For those who are not members, disagreement with the current FPC stance 
might on occasion appear as disagreement with the decisions on Bank Rate.  These factors will make 
their rounded views harder to analyse, and decision-making more subtle. 

This strengthens the case for another suggestion in Richard’s paper – that alongside the official 
record and the transcripts, it would be good to have a set of oral reflections on the experiences of 
serving on the MPC.  For future members this might help with the problem I started these remarks 
with - how does one move swiftly from commentary on monetary policy decisions to taking those 
decisions? 

 

 

 

 


